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11 -outlet home theater/satellite surge protector
Provides full 3 -line protection against surges on the AC line. Also guards the coax
cable carrying digital satellite, TV antenna or cable TV, and the phone line required
by many satellite systems. Four wide -spaced outlets for AC adapters and 7
standard outlets. 2,6C1 -joule surge protection, with two LED indicators and
audible alarm. 55dB noise filter. Child -safety design. FAILSAFE'" shutdown.
Up to $25,000 Connected Equipment Guarantee. #61-2433

7 -outlet home theater surge protector with
coaxial TV-antenna/cable-TV protection
Unique slide cover designed for child safety. 1851 -joule surge protection w/LED
indicator. FAILSAFE shutdown. 7 -ft. cord with right-angle plug. Built-in 40dB noise
filter and 15 -amp circuit breaker. Surge indicator has audible alarm. Power -on and
ground indicators. Up to 825,000 Connected Equipment Guarantee. #61-2432

1 -outlet electronic equipment
surge protector
Provides full 3 -line protection against surges on the
AC line. One outlet to protect a single electronic
component. 788 -joule surge protection, LED indicator
and 40dB noise filter. FAILSAFE shutdown.
Up to $25,000 Connected Equipment Guarantee. #61-2430

6 -outlet electronic equipment
wall tap surge protector
Provides full 3 -line protection against surges on the AC
line. Also guards the coax cable carrying digital satellite
or TV antenna or cable TV. Six standard outlets. 997 -
joule surge protection, two LED indicators. 40dB noise
filter. Child -safety design and FAILSAFE shutdown.
Up to $25,000 Connected Equipment Guarantee. #61-2431

Our Connected
NMI Equipment Guarantee is

included at no extra cost
Because our surge protectors
exceed UL 1449 Second Edition
and meet IEEE 587 standards,

they include a limited warranty

covering your properly connected equipment: during warranty
period, we will reimburse, up to the stated dollar limit, for the
repair or replacement of equipment damaged by a voltage surge
while properly connected to a surge protector covered by the

warranty.

Did Ya Know?
Surge protectors are an inexpensive way

to guard your valuable electronics.

UL 1449 Rating. The maximum voltage allowed
through the suppressor after it "clamps" the surge.
Lower numbers are better.

Joule Rating. Maximum energy absorption the
suppressor can tolerate before becoming impaired.
Higher numbers are better.

Noise Filters. Lock out interference coming through
electrical lines or from outside sources. Higher
numbers are better.

Surge Current. Maximum amount of current the
suppressor can tolerate before becoming impaired.
Higher numbers are better.

AC Lines Protected. Number of AC lines (Hot, Neutral
and Ground) that are protected from surges. The
more lines, the better the protection.

Audible Alarm. Sounds when the unit is impaired and
needs to be replaced. Ideal when the unit is placed
out of sight.

Ground OK. Lights when the wall outlet is correctly
wired. If unlit, the wall outlet should be examined by
an electrician.

FAILSAFE. Most surge protectors do not tell you if
your equipment is still protected after an electrical
hit or surge. This can leave you feeling protected
when you may not be. However, FAILSAFE function
shutdown lets you know if you still have protection
and even shuts itself down if it is time to get a new
surge protector.

Child -Safety Design. The movable slide covers unused
sockets on the surge protector to keep inquisitive
little hands and metal objects away from the unused
electrical contacts.

See page 197 for computer surge protectors.


